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€ 70,36 
VAT escluded
Shipping to be calculed

Delivery from 4 to 9 days

Services and Technologies for professional catering since 1973

CODE DESCRIPTION PRICE/DELIVERY

KR-ZE40 ELECTRO INSECTICIDE PLUS ZAP trap with UV light and
electric grid, coverage 40 m2, wall mounting, corner or
resting, V.230 / 1, Watt 16, Weight 2.3 Kg,
dim.mm.365x130x262h

PROFESSIONAL DESCRIPTION

ELECTRIC INSECT EXTERMINATOR AND MOSQUITOES 16 W , COVERAGE 40 m2 :

made of aluminum ;
the line has been treated in detail to make it a new generation electric grid appliance ;
the Plus Zap electroinsecticide lamp attracts flying insects thanks to the light of its UV neon lights , once attracted, it electrocutes insects
with an electric shock;
the staggered neon lights determine a better light emission , while the innovative electric grid creates a wider capture area ;
the electroinsecticide lamp is equipped with electrified UV light traps;
tool-free neon removal for faster maintenance;
the large collection tray has a current blocking device if removed and the folds at the edges prevent the escape of insects;
maximum assembly flexibility : wall, suspension or free-standing installation;
coverage 40sqm;
light emitted 16W, neon 2 x TVX8-12;
suitable only for indoor use ;
compliant with RoHS and European legislation in force.

TECHNICAL CARD

power supply Monofase
Volts V 230/1

frequency (Hz) 50
motor power capacity (Kw) 0,016

net weight (Kg) 2,3
breadth (mm) 365

depth (mm) 130
height (mm) 262



€ 5,82 
VAT escluded
Shipping to be calculed

Delivery from 4 to 9 days

TECHNICAL CARD

CODE/PICTURES DESCRIPTION PRICE/DELIVERY

KR-TVX8-12

Technochef - Replacement lamp for ZE40
Replacement lamp 8 Watt, for insect exterminator
Cod.ZE40
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